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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 	 This submission is made by Master Builders Australia Limited (Master 

Builders). 

1.2 	 Master Builders is Australia's peak building and construction industry 

association, federated on a national basis in 1890. Master Builders' 

members are the nine Master Builder State and Territory associations. 

1.3 	 Over the past 120 years the association has grown to represent over 30,000 

businesses nationwide. Master Builders is the only industry body that 

represents all three building and construction sectors: residential , 

commercial and engineering. 

2 PURPOSE OF THIS SUBMISSION 

2.1 	 Master Builders is responding to the letter dated 6 January 2011 from David 

Hatfield , Acting General Manager Adjudication Branch, Australian 

Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC). 

2.2 	 The ACCC received an application for authorisation from the Australian Paint 

Manufacturers Federation (APMF) and has invited Master Builders to 

comment on the application. The application has been changed since it was 

originally lodged. 

2.3 	 The ACCC received the APMF's original application for authorisation on 12 

October 2010. The APMF is seeking authorisation for a 12 month trial of a 

waste paint collection scheme in Victoria under which the APMF would 

agree with certain manufacturers and suppliers of Architectural and 

Decorative (A&D) paint to impose a levy on the wholesale sale of A&D paint 

(Levy). The Levy would be used to fund a waste paint collection scheme 

trial which would operate to improve the collection, treatment and proper 

disposal of A&D paint in Victoria . Paint manufacturers participating in the 

waste paint collection scheme trial would include the Levy in the wholesale 

price of each litre of A&D paint they supply and remit the amount collected to 

the APMF for the purposes of funding the trial. 

2.4 	 On 17 December 2010, we were informed by the ACCC that the Levy would 

be collected at 2 cents per litre of A&D paint sold nationally rather than a 5 
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cents per litre amount levied only in Victoria . The trial is intended to 

foreshadow the implementation of a national scheme, details of which are 

sparse, inclusive of the exact manner in which the Victorian trial will impact 

on any national model. 

2.5 	 In this submission Master Builders outlines concerns about the application 

whilst reinforcing a commitment to promoting practices which add to 

environmental sustainability . 

3 GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

3.1 	 Master Builders notes that the guiding principles relating to a grant of 

authorisation are as follows : 

• 	 first, it is for the parties seeking authorisation to satisfy the Tribunal 

that benefit to the public is likely and that there will be sufficient public 

benefit to outweigh any likely anti-competitive detriment; 

• 	 secondly, since the likely benefits and detriments to be considered 

are those that would result from the proposed conduct, the Tribunal is 

required to consider the likely shape of the future both with and without 

the conduct in question; and 

• 	 thirdly, that task will generally entitle an understanding of the 

functioning of relevant markets with and without the conduct for which 

authorisation is sought. 1 

3.2 	 We have borne these considerations in mind in raising the matters that 

follow. 

4 PUBLIC BENEFrT 

4.1 	 As is indicated in the first dot point under paragraph 3.1 of this submission, 

the first consideration which must be satisfied in respect of an authorisation 

is the establishment of a benefit to the public. The public benefits in respect 

1 Millers Annotated Trade Practices Act 3200 Edition Thomson Reuters, p1037 at para 1.88.15 relying on the authorities there 

listed . 
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of the proposal are set out at paragraph 17 of Annexure A to the APMF's 

original application. Master Builders commends the environmental benefits 

that the applicant foreshadows . 

4.2 	 The overwhelming feedback from Master Builders' members is that 

mechanisms which reduce or prevent the inappropriate disposal of paint in 

sewage systems and which reduce environmental consequences of the 

disposal of A&D paint are welcome. 

4.3 	 Ideally, however, what is needed before proceeding to trials of this specific 

Levy proposal is a benefit cost study examining a range of alternative 

schemes designed to avoid environmental damage caused by inappropriate 

disposal of excess unwanted paint, versus the status quo. In this context, in 

the subsequent modification of the application set out in a letter dated 23 

December 2010, from the APMF to the ACCC, the public benefits articulated 

include that: 

The data collected from the pilot trial will be crucial for the development 
of our intended national scheme, especially with regard to the data 
collected around the sales of trade paints. 

As indicated earlier in this submission, we do not understand how the trial is 

intended to underpin the implementation of a national scheme, nor do we 

understand the assertion by the APMF just quoted. This is because there is 

inadequate detail about that matter in the public domain, inclusive of why the 

proposal has been made when compared with any alternative. 

4.4 	 Master Builders notes that in the letter dated 23 December 2010 from the 

APMF to the ACCC, the revised Levy is calculated at 0.1 % of the cost of the 

product at retail and at the trade level. Master Builders' Technical Director 

has undertaken some calculations that verify this amount at the retail level, 

albeit that the assumptions he used differ from the material in the papers 

accompanying the application. There is, however, too little data to endorse 

the APMF calculation at the trade level. Despite the data in Annex A of the 

original application, feedback from members is that the commercial (or trade) 

use of paint is generally more efficient and generates less waste than 

domestic (or retail) use, especially when conSidering waste as a percentage 

of volume. However, no data has been collected to substantiate that 

proposition and more details of the APMF calculations should be published. 
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It would be useful to have data about waste as a percentage of paint 

consumed in the domestic sector compared with the trade sector. 

MARKET FAILURE 

5.1 	 Master Builders notes that at paragraph 19 of Annexure A to its original 

application, the APMF indicates that the ACCC has in other matters 

accepted that the pricing of relevant products should take into account the 

negative externalities associated with the disposal or environmental impact 

of the packaging of products. 

5.2 	 This acknowledgement begs the question, however, of the negative 

externality represented by the disposal of the product itself in this instance, a 

matter which is not adequately addressed in the application. In Master 

Builders' view a more complete analysis of the market failure involved in this 

case would be appropriate. 

5.3 	 For example, it might be argued that too much product is being produced or 

consumed, evidenced by the amount of excess paint that is required to be 

disposed of. However, one could ask "How much is too much?" Even in an 

extremely efficiently functioning market there would still likely be some 

minimum level of wastage, depending on a number of indeterminate 

variables. In terms of any market intervention, trade-offs in terms of public 

policy application and cost would necessarily be involved. 

5.4 	 It is not apparent that the nature and extent of the market failure has been 

fully addressed. A Levy with industry stewardship would appear to be only 

one of a number of possible approaches depending on the outcome of 

broader-based analysis. There seems to be an inadequate exploration of 

the alternatives to a Levy . If a levy were imposed, would the community still 

face local government rates-related and other council charges currently 

imposed to finance the cost of existing community services provided to deal 

with the market failure associated with waste paint? 

5.5 	 In other words there are matters that should be more fully addressed, having 

regard to the need to understand how the market would continue to operate 

without the scheme proposed proceeding, a matter comprehended in the 

criteria set out in paragraph 3.1 of this submission. 
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FUNCTIONING OF THE RELEVANT MARKET 

6.1 	 Master Builders notes that information sufficient to understand the 

functioning of the market with or without the application of the Levy has not 

been provided . 

6.2 	 There is important information which should be in the public domain in order 

to properly assess the application and at the least the following should be 

publicly available: 

• 	 the estimated benefits of the proposed scheme (and alternatives); 

versus 

• 	 the estimated costs of the scheme (and alternatives) including transport 

and disposal costs; and 

• 	 the estimated income of the levy on a national/state/territory basis (we 

note that if paint useage correlates broadly with state 

economic/population ratios, then the 2 cents per litre national Levy could 

be expected to generate revenue substantially in excess of the 5 cents 

per litre Victorian Levy proposed in the original application and 

• 	 the estimated administration costs of running the scheme so the internal 

efficiencies of the proposal may be assessed. 

6.3 	 As touched on earlier, Master Builders submits that there is inadequate 

exploration of the third criterion set out at paragraph 3.1, i.e. the manner in 

which the market functions with and without the conduct for which 

authorisation is sought. 

6.4 	 An analysis of how nationally consistent and appropriate waste management 

practices mayor may not assist improvement of the proper disposal of paint 

is, for example, the sort of background that would contextualise the action 

proposed. 
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CONCLUSION 

7.1 	 Master Builders supports efforts to deliver positive environmental outcomes. 

Hence, we support the work that is being undertaken to improve the disposal 

of A&D paint. 

7.2 	 Master Builders however, has concerns about the information provided with 

the material lodged with the ACCC to date. We submit that further material 

should be provided as outlined in this submission and/or made public. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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